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Packet switching of data in networks is done by either the distance-vector or the link-state routing protocols.
These protocols use the Bellman-Ford and the Dijkstra’s algorithms respectively for the least cost path
from a source base station to a destination station. For inter-network transmission, the path-vector routing
protocol is in use. With progress of time, the network topologies are becoming huge in size, requiring large
demand on book keeping of routing tables and transmission of the data packets dynamically to several
other stations of the network by broadcast, increasing the load on the network. Here, assuming the router
stations to be terrestrially located with links along the ground, a large network is assumed to lie on a
spherical surface, and so the shortest geodesic path from source to destination becomes a great circular arc.
For fast transmission, the cost of a link to a node is multicast to its neighboring nodes only for selection
of the path lying as close as possible to the geodesic line between the source and the destination. As the
arrival and dispatch of data packets at a nodal station occurs randomly, the cost of a link is estimated in
this paper by the waiting time of a queueing process. This process at a router station is thus modeled by
the Markovian M/M/c model, where c is the number of servers at the router station. If other commercial
fixed charge is involved for the use of a link, then that can be included in the total cost of a link. Finally, a
method of search of a mobile destination is also presented using sphericity of the network. Algorithms for
the near geodesic path, costs of links as waiting times and destination search in mobile environment are
clearly presented.
Povzetek: Predstavljen je algoritem povezovanja v globalnih omrežjih.
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Introduction

Global digital data transmission networks have become
huge in size with passage of time, with ever changing
topology. A data network architecture essentially consists of router ground stations as nodes connected by radio/microwave transmitters or preferably by fiberoptic cables along the ground/sea bed that form the links of the
network. The essential function of the network is to deliver
data packets without loss from a source node to a destination node of the network. The transmission may take place
by arbitrary paths, but a fixed consistent path without loops,
is preferable.
Routing algorithms at present, are mainly of three types:
distance-vector routing, link-state routing, and path-vector
routing. Essential features of these algorithms are as
follows. In distance-vector routing each router periodically multicasts its knowledge to its neighbors covering the
whole network. The procedure is dynamic and kept in the
form of an updated table in each router. A table contains an
assigned cost of each link of the router and the least-cost
path between any two nodes calculated by the BellmanFord algorithm (Bellman [3], Ford [11], Cormen et. al.
[9]). This information enables dispatch of data packets

from source node to its destination node along the leastcost path. RIP (Routing Information Protocol) and IGRP
(Interior Gateway Routing Protocol) are protocols of this
type (Cisco Systems [7] and [8]), that are widely used as
a protocol in the TCP/IP environment to route packets between gateways of the internet. The link-state protocol was
designed to overcome some of the short comings of the
distance-vector protocol. In the link-state procedure, initially a router defines the cost of each link and broadcast its
information to all other nodes of the network. Data transmission from source to destination along the least-cost path
is determined by Dijkstra’s algorithm (Bose [4]). However,
if a change occurs in the routing table of some node on the
path, then all the intermediate nodes are notified accordingly. OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) is an elaborate algorithm that carries out this basic feature of link-state routing (Cisco Systems [6]. The distance-vector and link-state
routing protocols are suitable for intra-domain autonomous
systems. the former tends to become unsuitable for large
number of hops to destination node, while the latter needs
huge amount of resources to calculate routing tables, creating heavy traffic of router information. Path-vector routing
on the other hand is useful for inter-domain routing of autonomous systems. It is similar to the distance-vector rout-
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ing protocol, but differs in the sense that a node called the
speaker node of each autonomous system acts on behalf of
the entire system, creating its own routing table, and advertising it to its neighboring speaker nodes in the neighboring
autonomous systems. In this way the destination addresses
(and not the costs of links) together with the path descriptions to each node of the destinations is multicast to reach
the final destination node. The path selection in a domain
is based on routing metric, consisting of information like
bandwidth, network delay, hop count, path cost etc. BGP
(Border Gateway Protocol) belongs to this category.
The three types of routing protocols require voluminous
book keeping at a router and transmission of information
to other routers dynamically. The layers of protocol at a
router in present day mobile environment is described in
detail in Dutta and Schulzrinne [10]. A careful mathematical analysis of routing algorithms is given by Busch
and Tirthapura [5]. A dynamic source routing algorithm
in such Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is presented
in Jayakumar and Chellappan [12] using a new link
cache structure maintaining source transparent route. An
alternative algorithm is presented by Meghanathan [16]
that uses a strategy of energy-efficient broadcast route
discovery in the network density and mobility to determine
stable routes of transmission. Other approaches such as
consensus based networks and multicast pipelined network
coding have been suggested in recent years by ArellanoVazquez et. al. [2] and Li et. al. [13]. On the other
hand Li et. al. [14] have presented routing schemes for
optimal congestion control for multipath networks having
non-congested packet lossess. An earlier investigation by
Manvi et. al. [15] suggests a Mobile Agent based Routing
(MAR) scheme with the objecives similar to RIP that uses
a more flexible, adaptable and distributed mechanism. The
present paper addresses the difficulties of data transmission
from a geodetic point of view, by presenting algorithms
for transmission dynamically, selecting router stations as
close to the (shortest) geodesic path between the source
and destination nodes on the spherical globe. As different
group of data packets arrive at a nodal router through possibly multiple links of the network for forward dispatch,
the traffic through the router is modeled as a Markovian
M/M/c queueing model, where c is the number of servers
employed at the router. The waiting time at such a queue
is well known (Bose [4]), and all that is required is to
multicast it periodically to the nearest neighboring nodes.
From a given node, the next hop is made to that nearest
neighbor node, which points towards the destination node,
provided the waiting time of that node is not prohibitive. In
this way the destination node is reached in quick time, with
minimal book keeping of waiting times at a node along the
path. The waiting times at the nodes play the role of costs
of links used in the standard protocols described earlier.
Any fixed charge of a link, as in the case of undersea fiber
optic cables may be added to the link cost, if necessary.
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Selection of linking nodes

A network of stations on the globe is considered, as shown
in figure 1 (a). The source and the destination nodes are
respectively considered as A1 and An , with respective latitude and longitude (φ1 , λ1 ) and (φn , λn ), which determine the geographical position of the two nodes. The
node Ai (φi , λi ) on the desired path has a nearest neighbor Aj (φj , λj ) that makes the angle χk = ∠Ak Ai An
the least possible with a favorable waiting time Wk , where
Ak (φk , λk ) is any node in the neighborhood of Ai . These
nodes are shown separately in figure 1(b). In the spherical
triangle Ai Ak N , where N is the north pole of the earth,
∠Ak N Ai = difference of latitude of Ak and Ai = λk − λi ,
and arc Ai N = colatitude of Ai = π/2 − φi , arc rAk N =colatitude of Ak = π/2−φk . Let r := π/2−φi , (0 ≤ r ≤ π),
and α := ∠N Ai An , then from the spherical triangle
N Ai Ak (Abramowitz and Stegun [4], p. 79)
sin(λk − λi )
sin(α − χk )
=
cos φk
sin r

(4)

and
cos r := sin φi sin φk + cos φi cos φk cos(λk − λi ) (5)
Eq. (4) yields
α − χk = arcsin

h cos φ sin(λ − λ ) i
k
k
i
sin r

(6)

√
where sin r = 1 − cos2 r and can be determined from
Eq. (5). Similarly in the spherical triangle N Ai An , let
a := arcAi An (0 ≤ a ≤ π) , then since ∠Ai N An =
λn − λi and arc N An = π/2 − φn ,
α = arcsin

h cos φ sin(λ − λ ) i
n
n
i
sin a

(7)

where
cos a = sin φi sin φn
+ cos φi cos φn cos(λn − λi )
(8)
√
Using Eq.
so that
sin a = 1 − cos2 a.
(7), Eq. (6) yields the angle χk in terms of the latitudes
and longitudes (φk , λk ), (φi , λi ), (φn , λn )) of the nodes
Ak , Ai and An respectively. If as before, p is the priority assigned to |χk |, the goal is to minimize the objective
function
Wk
(9)
zk = p |χk | + (1 − p)
Wmax
where Wk is the waiting time at Ak , normalized by
maximum allowable time Wmax .

3

Waiting time at a node

A router at a node k is assumed to consist of c number of
servers. The data packets of information arrive at the router
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Figure 1: (a) Path A1 A2 · · · An on spherical earth. (b) Configuration of nodes Ai , Ak , andAn .
at random times, and processed by one of the servers, requiring random serving time and forwarded through a desired link. The serving times are random as the servers of
the router may have different specifications and the processing time of a packet for screening by different layers of
the router protocol may be different. Thus data forwarding
from this point of view is a queueing system that can be
modeled by the Markovian M/M/c model (Bose [4], pp.
237-239). According to the model, if λk = average number of data packets arriving at the router through different
links, and µk = average service rate of data packets of one
server of the router, then the waiting time Wk is given by
Wk = Lk /λk

(10)

where Lk is the queue length given by the expression
Lk =

c
ρ
(cρ)c h X (cρ)n
cc ρc+1 i
/
+
(1 − ρ)2 c!
n!
c! 1 − ρ
n=0

(11)

In Eq. (11), ρ = λk /cµk is the traffic intensity at the router,
and must be such that ρ < 1 for traffic flow. Otherwise if
ρ ≥ 1, the queue will grow blocking the router altogether.
It is to be noted that the waiting time at a router station
will vary during the course of a day, requiring periodic
upgradation and shared accordingly with the nodes of the
network.

Algorithm 1. Fast Data Transmission Path
1. Input: φ1, λ1, φn, λn; \\ Latitude, Longitude of
Source and Destination.
p, Wmax \ \ Priority of deviation from
geodesic path, and maximum permitted waiting time.
2. Output: φ[ ], λ[ ]
\\ Latitude, Longitude of
intermediate nodes i = 2, 3,· · · , n − 1.
3. i ←1
φ[1] ←φ1; λ[1] ←λ1
4. imax ← Number of stations in the neighbourhood of
node i.
cos a ← sin φ[i]
+
√ sin φn
−λ[i]); sin a ← 1 − cos2 a

cos φ[i] cos φn cos(λn

5. for k ←1 to imax
φ[k]; λ[k] ← (Latitude, Longitude) of stations in the
neighbourhood of node i (must be known).
cos r← sin φ[i] sin φ[k] + cos φ[i] cos φ[k] cos(λ
[k] − λ[i])
√
sin r ← 1 − cos2 r
χ[k] ←| arcsin{cos φn sin(λn − λ[i]/ sin a}
− arcsin{cos φ[k] sin(λ[k] − λ[i])/ sin r}|
\\ angle of node k with respect to node n.

4

The algorithms

The method developed in sections 2 leads to the following
pseudo-code for fast transmission of data through terrestrial networks.

W [k] ← Waiting time at base station k (From Algorithm 2).
if (W [k] > Wmax ) exit \\ Blocked Link.
z[k] ←p χ[k] + (1 − p) W [k]/W max \ \ Objective function to be minimised.
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end for
6. for k ←1 to imax − 1

\ \ Sort angles
χ[k] to avoid ties.

for l ←k + 1 to imax
if (χ[k] > χ[l]) then
temp ←χ[k]; χ[l] ←χ[k]; χ[l] ←temp
end if
end for
end for
7. kmin ←1
for k ←2 to imax
if (z[kmin] > z[k])
end for
8. i ←kmin

\\

9. if (i = n − 1)

kmin ←k

stop

11. end
The waiting time pseudo-code following Eqs. (10) and
(11) required in Algorithm 1 is:
Algorithm 2. Waiting Time following M/M/c Queueing
Model
1. Input: λ, µ, c \ \ λ = Average number of arrival
of data packets at a Station,
µ = Average Service Rate of data packets by
one Server.
c = Number of Servers in parallel at a
Station.
2. Output: W [ ]
\\

if (ρ ≥ 1) return

\\

Waiting Time at the Station.

Traffic Intensity at the Station.
\\

Station is blocked.

4. p0 ←0
for n ←0 to c
p0 ←p0 + (cρ)n /n!
end for

cc ρc+1 
p0 ←1/ p0 +
c! 1 − ρc
ρ
(cρ) p0
W[ ]←
(1 − ρ)2 c! λ
5. return
6. end

5

mobile device possesses some unique label, named here
as “TARGET_DEVICE”. With A1 as a pole, the spherical
surface is first divided in to “latitudinal” strips of width 1o ,
the angle subtended at the center of the sphere. The search
is carried out starting from the innermost strip outwards,
until the destination node of the “TARGET_DEVICE” is
detected. For further restricting the search area, the strips
are bound on the two sides by “longitudinal” great circles
of vertical angle π/8. This means that the polar region is
divided in to eight equal sectors.
With A1 as pole, a node Ak having latitude-longitude
(φk , λk ) in the searching zone is suppose bounded by of
inner and outer circles of “colatitudes” (ψ0 , ψ1 ), then it
can be shown from elementary considerations that
φ1 + ψ0 ≤ φk ≤ φ1 + ψ1

Next hop to node.

10. Go To Step 4.

3. ρ ←λ/(cµ)
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Locating destination node

In case the destination node is not known precisely, as in
a mobile environment, its location can be determined by
adopting a parsimonious method of flooding the search
in a restricted zone of terrestrial links whose pole is the
source node A1 . In the method, it is assumed that the

(12)

where φ1 is the latitude of A1 . For restricting the “longitudinal” boundary of the search zone, let the geographical
meridian through A1 be taken as the reference circle. If χ
be the vertical angle at A1 subtended by the node Ak with
the reference circle, and ψk its “colatitude”, then as as in
section 2, the angle χ is given by the equations
sin χ =

sin(λk − λ1 )
× cos φk
sin ψk

(13)

where
cos ψk =sin φ1 sin φk + cos φ1cos φkcos(λk − λ1 ) (14)
The angle χ must then lie in the octant of search. The
method described above leads to the following:
Algorithm 3. Location of Destination Node
1. Input: φ1, λ1; \\ Latitude, Longitude of Source
Node.
2. Output: φn, λn;
tion Node.

\\ Latitude, Longitude of Destina-

3. ψ0 ← 0
4. for i ← 1 to 180
ψ1 = ←i ∗ π/180
for j ← 1 to 8
χ0 ← 0; χ1 = ←χ0 + π/8
for k ← 1 to kmax; \\ kmax is max. number of
nodes in the search zone.
φ[k]; λ[k] ← Latitude, Longitude of the stations in kth
search zone.
cos(ψk) ← sin φ1 sin φ[k]
+ cos φ1 cos φ[k] cos(λ[k] − λ1)
p
sin(ψk) ← 1 − cos2 (ψk)
χ ← arcsin(sin(λ[k] − λ1) ∗ cos(φ[k])/ sin ψk)
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while (ψ0 ≤ φ[k] − φ1 ≤ ψ1 &&
χ0 ≤ χ ≤ χ1 ) do
{ if (DEVICE_LABEL ==
"TARGET_DEVICE")
then \\ TARGET_DEVICE
φn = φ[k]; λn = λ[k]
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Conclusion and future scope

Data transmission networks require large tables at the
router stations for lossless steady transmission. Moreover,
the information at a router node is dynamically shared by
other nodes as well. In present day dynamic networks, the
information sharing tends to increase by huge amounts. To
mitigate the work load of the routers, a data transmission
algorithm is presented here, in which transmission takes
place from source to destination dynamically along a path
as close as possible to the terrestrial geodesic joining the
two nodes, taking in to account the costs of the intervening
links. The cost of a link at a connecting node is estimated
here by the waiting time at the node router according to the
queueing M/M/c model. All that is required is to share
the information of the waiting times periodically among all
the nodes of the network. The algorithm however does not
preclude use of other methods of estimating the costs of
the different links. An improvement in this direction could
be to find a model that incorporates sudden unsteady bursts
observed in actual data transmission in fiber cables, and
raising the tail of the Markov queueing model. Finally, an
algorithm is presented for searching the destination node,
if it is unknown, such as in the case when the device is in a
mobile environment.
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